
School Hydrogen Challenge Y5 & 6 pupils took 

part in School Hydrogen Workshops. These  

workshops put the technology of the future into 

the hands of our pupils– challenging them to 

design the most energy efficient hydrogen     

powered vehicle. The workshop was designed to  

inspire the next generation of  renewable energy 

engineers to get involved in developing cleaner 

and greener transport. The  children were       

enthralled as they designed, built and tested  

hydrogen pow-

ered model cars 

while learning 

about the  envi-

ronment.  

 

Y1 enjoyed a fabulous visit to the Fire Station in 
Norton as part of their ‘Great Fire of London’ 
topic. The children met firefighters who shared 
what it’s like to be a firefighter. The children 
were amazed to hear how varied the job can      
be - it’s not all about fires!  

The firefighters demonstrated how to use      
cutting equipment, they talked about their    
special protective uniforms and all the types of 
equipment stored on a fire engine. One of the 
highlights was when the children were invited to 
prac- tise using 
the powerful 
hoses.  

 

 

 

The Y4s were immersed in hands-on learning 

with an educational school visit to RSPB  Salt-

holme nature reserves. It was a great oppor-

tunity to inspire them to talk about their sci-

ence and geography learning while fully  en-

gaging in the great outdoors.  

The rangers were extremely impressed with 

the   children’s exem-

plary behaviour and 

their knowledge of  

classification keys.  

 

 

 

Year 4 had a fantastic afternoon working      
alongside Sophie, Jamie and Rebecca from 
Bright Minds Big Futures. They took part in 
a workshop looking at important topics such 
as: volunteering, campaigning and           
fundraising.  

The children shared their amazing ideas on 
how they could help make a positive change 
in school, their local community and the 
world.  

BMBF have taken away lots of ideas from 
the Year 4’s and are looking forward to   
supporting us in achieving our objectives. 
Watch this space for the exciting events 
coming up… 

Before they left, Jamie and Rebecca       

donated a bottle farm so Year 4 can grow 
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World Maths Day World Maths Day is a national event that took place in schools across the 

globe on Wednesday 23rd March 2022 to celebrate maths. The children enjoyed a memorable 

maths day. I observed Y1s magical morning of measurement.  

The children learned about capacity, weight and length and completed a carousel of activities.  

It was great to use the tape measures, balance scales and measuring containers to find the   

answers to the problems. Y3s cracked the code to open Captain 

Cook’s 

treas- ure 

chest. 

 

                                                                                 

 


